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Ptoonstrutted for examining peacetime econa.to processes if features of" recovery

p)henomena are to be properlyv treated.
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This Technical Note mxamnias the applicability of using an scono-

metric model In the evaluation of the recovery potential Of the Soviet

Union following a nuclear var. Specific observations are made concern-

ing the limitations of such an anaJytical tool In assessing intersectoral

differences during recovery and mprovents needed In a econometric model

constructed for examining peacetime economic processes if features of

recovery phenomena are to be properly treated.

The analysis vas conducted by Selland Hunter under the direction of

4. Hark garle, Jr. The report is is partial fulfillment of research under

Contract No. DNAOOl-76-C-0227.
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I S SWIARY

The probleA of evaluating Soviet economic recovery potential following

a nuclear exchantge between the US and USSR ..2 received increased attention

during the past two years as a result of changes in US strategic nuclear

doctrine.

D 'Its Strategic Studios Center was asked to examinhe the role econometries

sight p i. in the aeossesent )f Soviet recovery. Under a separate DoD con-
.ract, SkI had developed a large-scale econometric model of the Soviet Union.

Mile not constructed to look at the phenomenon of recovery, this model,

3OVD. was considered a useful analytical system for examining the role
econometrics might play in Improving our understanding of recovery processes.

This report presents the results of the evaluation.

Three initial obsesvations should be made.

I. It is recognited that recovery Is a political-military-economic

phenomenon. Thus, from the outset, the lt! project team viewed economettics

as a technique to gain Insights Into recovery processes, rather than " a
meas of forecasting recovery. Through the proper use of an econometric odel
adapted for recovery analysis, however, inslihte regarding the factors wicth

significantly affect outeomes and the relatioships between lndustrial seactors

and rates of recovery can be developed.

1. A total system model like 1OVN00 masures each targe: sector's value
in terms of the whole econrM and includes feedbacks. It also tracge each

tartgt system's value over time. There are important differences between thit

appr6ach and tOose analyses that lok at sector, in terms of engineering

Processes.

3. An embedded input-output moduJ.e can generate data om the relative
. iportance of each industry's flow*. While major uncertainties exist regarding

the impact of a nuclear attack on peacetime input-output coefficients, "enoi-
tivity analyses can establish boundaries for the coefficients that are umeful

in calculating reasonable alternative recovery paths.

Selected scanarios were evaluated as a mans for ideaLifying what changes

to SOMD should be made. The major attack assumptions are given in Table A.

.4--.
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* Table A

"-SCNARIOS Q

Table A-i
Impact on Fixed Ca4ptal (billion rubles, at 1970 prices)

Stock on Hand Taken Out I Cut
Total Industry 3339 85.1 B.5
Transport and Comminicatione 145.5 30.0 20.6
Hiouaing 229.3 10.0 4.4
Other 353.0 0 0
Total 1061.7 ITI. 1 11.8
Invertories 213.;. 556 26.0
sun 1275.2 180.7 14.2

1i Table A-2
SKLUJOWN OF CAPITAL LOSSES IN INWUSThI

(billion rubles at 1970 prices)

1used Capital Aasumed
Iam 1976 Loos . Cut

MachLne-building and metal working 73.5 24.0 32.7
ilectlosoer•y 54.0 20.0 27.0
Ferrous imtallurgy 32.3 13.0 40.2
Ohemocals and petrocheatcals 31.9 1.0 25.1
Petroleum products 26.) 10.0 35.3
Processed foods 27.0 0 0Construction materials 20,t /4.0 19.1Forest products 15.8 0 0

soft 8ooda 15.6 3.1 20.0
Coal products 15.2 3.0 19.7
Other industry 19.4 0 0
Total industry 331.9 65.1 25.5

* Table A-3

MACT ON P0ULATIOW UP DKOWT
to MILLIONS OF 1901LPI

Percent Lose
assuim"g civil defenae Assuming no civil defense
evacuation of cities evacuation of cities

Urban populdtion 20 40
Rural population !0 10
Total 16 238
Uoeagricultural employment 19 I9
Agricultural employment 0 10
Total employment 16 31

F



"Four recovery scenarios were evaluated. They arc:

(1) civil defense involving evacuation of Soit cities, together
with continued trade with Western Europ.0 but at a reduced level.

(2) civil defense as above but no trade with WesteOl: Europe;

(3) no civil defense but continued Western Europa trading, again
at lower levels:

(4) neither civil defense nor trade with .:estern Europe.

Each set ot equations were reviewed to ascertain what factors would

need to be adjusted given that ecanomic resources would be shifted away

from civilian consumption and toward the rebuilding of capacity. The value

of conducting recovery analyses using an economatric model is, in part,

that these assumptions can b2 explicitly reviewed by other economic{ specialists and. if app.opriate, amended.

* Tables B and C give an overview of the results of the scenario

analyses.

4V The major implications to be drawn from the scenario analyses are as

follaws:

1. There is a dramatic difference between the civil defense and

no-c 4vil defense cases.

2. Differences between industrial sector recoveries is evident

end, even at this stage of analysis, useful in dewloping insights

regarding trade-ofIs a Soviet planner might face.

3. Clearly, the assumptions used to adjust "Western Europe trade"

as a mens to estimate what the Soviet economy might gain frym capturing

relatively Intact the Western Europe industrial base are one of the major

areas to be addressed In the revision of SOVNOD. Yet, the initial runs

cS



STable I

T•IEqS IN TOTAL NP DURING RECOVERY, POUR SCENARIOS
IN BILLIONS OF RUBI.S AT 1970 PRICES 4

Year I Yeaa 2 Y Year A Tear 5

Control solution 470 497 320 544 347
CD and WE trade 351 398 421 448 476
CD, no W9 trade 351 39S 413 436 458
No CD, Ul trade 306 3Afi 363 390 414
No CD, no WK ttada 306 343 359 379 399

STable C

FIlhT-YfAR AND TM-T-TIRM CONTRASTS 0CENAIO0 ONE AND
FOUr, ISVc S1LRCTED BRANCHES OF IDUSTRYT

.ltrt Year Fifth Taoo Percent Increase

C-.- & £W :W oF-W D No CD-W1

UNA GROhS OUTPUT (billions of rubles)

slectric poer 97 6? 129 113 33.0 30.0
Perrou aetallurg 47 78 121 109 39,0 40.0
PetroIsum produats 120 117 1" 153 38.0 31.0
Cbsead l products 129 117 151 122 17.0 4.0k

biehine building 119 WS 185 170 55.0 30.0

* reflects role foreisg capital plays In this sector

, 0_.
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demonstrate that it is domestic capital and not the Vestern European

industrial bass that provides the principal means to reestablish

industrial capacity.

4. The scenario recovery paths Illustrate the value of cantingency

planning and recovery preparation -- y*t, the greliminary scepatins reflect

recovery vith implausible speed because the existing model structure is

not optimuied for recovery evaluations. Changes to the model to improve

its ability for evaluating recovery problems are Identified in Chapter V.



II BASIC CHARACTLRISTICS OF THIS APPROACH TO ECON0MTC
ANALYSIS OF THE POSTATTACK RECOVERY PROCESS

The time focus of this research proje.t is on tee period from R-Day

forward. R-Lay is the day when acenortc rpcovery begins. it will have been

preceded by a period of survival and rontgaa•zatiou, perhaps six to 18

months long, which in turn follows a nuclear exchange and wev. The

intricate details of the war end the survival period are nnt part of this

study. They bequeath to the start-up point in this pro.ect a specific
set of assum•d values for ourviving industrial capacity, population, etc.,

eufficient to permit a model of the economy to get under way. Our focus

Is on the years of recovery stretching Live or 10 or more years into the

future.

Tho results of this research on the ponstatack recovery process my

well tarry Implications for the var-fishtin8 and survival periods, The

mature of the Initial attack and of responses to it during the survival

period will obviously Influence the subsequent paths of recovery. In

order to discover these relationships, this project focuses on the future

recovevy process, nd will then roason backward to the earlier pro-recovery

events that can influbince start-up cmditions.

4 decisive analytic advantage of this approach, different from that

previously employed in maoor research efforts, is that it bypasses all the

controversial and debatable issues of how a major nuclear exchange coes

about and how it is responded to during the war-fighting and survival

stages. Differences of view on these Issues have in the past prevented

analysts from ever reaching the analysis of a postattack rotscoery process.
Uxperience with the current project has already convinced us that valuable

Insights are achievable throuh this ume approach, as demonstrated in
Sections IV and V of this report.



Since we are analysing the way the Soviet economy might recover from a

major conflict, we need a total system ftmeork that will incorporate the

quantitative structure of the whael economy i.-4 nonitor the process by

* which its interacting activities are recmatituted. This requires a

couvprohsnsive statistical model with sufficient disagregatei detail so

that all significant interactions arc distinguished. It oust also be a

dynamic model which evolves over time as stocks and flows are enlarged. In

this way, the loterdependenciee among the conatitutent parts of a large

sconumy can be systematically studie4 sad their dynamic evolution over

time can be traced.

Systemtic analysis of this kind vill permit Identification of the

critical flows that are vital to reconatitutln Soviet industrial capacity.

It will identify the dynmtc bottlenecks ta the recovery process, that In

the key capacity limitations whose slw growth would hold back recovery of

the rest of the economy. It will alao permit estimation of significant

milestones, that Is the dates by which specifLed stages of recovery would

be reatesd under well-delLned assumptis. Thus, both intorsectorally and

Latertesmporally, the vulnerable critical points in the recovering economy
will be tdentifted, that io pinpointed within a consistent framework of

general economic recovery.

4
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III A BRIEF D!SCRIPTION OF SOVM4D 11

A. Main Features pof the Model

SOVHOD It is a smdium mixed annual model of the Soviet econogy similar

in dasign to models built for the U.S. economy but specifically modified

to reflect the comnand Institutions of the Soviet economy. In its second

stage, the one employed for the research reported here, it consisted of 156

stochastic equations and 97 identities. These relations incorporated 252

andogenous and "42 exogenous variables. The model was composed of the fol-

lowing blocks of equations:

- POPUIATICH AND )P•LOYMDT - CONSUMPTION

- CAPITAL IhFORMATION - STATE IUDGET

"- WAGES, INCOME, AND PRICES - FOREIGN SECTOR

- IRYS STIENT - ACGC ATCS

- ?RODUCTIO (6 SECTOISt MDUSTRY DISAGGOEATED INTO 12 uANCAIUS)

- MATERIAL INP'UTS (L•N D TO THE DfIrt-OVIPUT CONPONENT)

The equations of the model were fitted to annual data for the Soviet

econeWy from the late 1950's into the early 1970's. The model tha

Incorporates the normal, stable behavior of the economy and Its parameters

are all statistically aignificant to a fully satisfactory degrea. The

evidence used has coan from three sowcess (1) Official Soviet statistical

handbooks, (2) U.S. reconstructions of official Soviet data, and (3)

Experts' Judgments on individual points.

The model computes a set of ousaistent annual activity levels In each

part of the economy as all the parts interact. It replicates yejars during

the sample period very faithfully and tracks the actual expansion path of

the economy very closely. It thus demonstrsbly incorporates the actual

behavior of this commnd economy to a fully uhable degree of accuracy.

11



Its foreign trade sector and a few others are somewhat erratic; an effort

is being made to remedy these duficiencies in the next generation of the

model--SOVYOD 11I.

B. Capabilities for Analysis and Protection

SOVMOD 1I exposes the normal, peacetime structural relationships in

the Soviet econowy, both those relating one sector to another and those

relating one year to the next. These are the underlying, consistent

parameters relating all parts of the total economy to each other. They

display the shares, propensities and multipliers at work in the system.

Nore importantly, the software associated with SOVhOD 11 permits the

analyst to compute the economy-wide impact of specific events on the total

system. A change in any part of the system can be introduced and its

consequences traced. Introduction of the hypothetical change requires

recomputation of solution values for all the variables in the system so

that a now consistent set can be obtained. Comparison of the original

control. solution with the new met of activity leveld and stocks discloses

the full consequences of the hypothetical change as it spreads throughout

the econo|W.

The nodel has been designed so that existing trends can be readily

eztendkid into the future to generate an expansion path for the whole

economy that is consistently related to its present structure. The

consequences of specific events can be traced as they move out into future

years. Lagged consequences are systematically handled in the model.

SOVIOD It to thus a research instrument that permits research Intervention

for carrying out hypothetical experiments of a sophisticated kind. One

can compare the observed behavior of the Soviet economy with "what would

have been" In the absence of some specific event. Me can project

forward the path that will be taken by the Soviet econumy if specified

trends continue. One can ask any number of hypothetical questions about

the response of the economy to precisely-form•Alated aesumd events and

derive internally-consistent results. It In, tn short, a powerful

Instrument for analysing the economic aspects of the recovery process.

i 12
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C. Examrplsc of Its Use to Date

SOVMOD 11 van used to mmoure the impact of bad harvests in the USSR

in 1973 and 1975. The procedure involved inserting the normal levels of

grain and other crop outputs (om a smooth, moving-average basis) and com-

paring the total system resulta with the actual performance of the economy.
Discrepancies demonstrate vividly how the crop shortfalls spread to other

sectors of the economy and influenced subsequent years. This work io
recorded in the Soviet Econometric Model Working Paper, "The 1975 Soviet

Grain Harvest, the Tenth Five Tear Plan. and the US!USSR Grain Agreement,"

by Donald W. Green (December 1975).

SOVNOD 11 has been used to easure the impact of high-technology

capital equipment imported into the USSR from the West. Production

functions for several key Industrial branches were reapecified to
distinguish between domestitLelly-producoed and imported capital equipment.

Thope functions, together with capital gestation relations which link

annual investment with subsequent capital capacity Increments made it

possible to compute hypothetical "mput levels for recent years in the

absence of actual imports of hilh-taechnology Western equipment. Alain,

the contrast between actual output levels and those computed without these

imports eposed vividly the specific impat of these imports and their

Indirect reverberations elsewhere in the econaoy.

SOVIMD It has also been used in a longer-run exercise to test the

consequences of an altered rate of technological proreress on Soviet output

ever the next 15 years. The result use to indicate "how much difference

It would vmke" If during the 1900's existing trends were modified by a
substantial Improvement or a substantial slackening in the annual rate of

technological progress. Similarly. we examined the influence of altered
patterneof foreign trade on the ewlution of Soviet output over the period

Una now until 1990. These emarclasa, while hypothetical, give a feel for

the range of possibilities that might unfold In specified ctreumetances.

This work wes reported in the U.0.nalreas Joint tronomic Committee.

Soviet gionoqe In a paw Perspecti_. (Waahington, D.4.t GCPO 1976) pp. 197-215.

13
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tn the saw volume (JE, pp. 301-331), the use of SOVMOD 11 to

exami•e the feasibility of the Soviet Tenth live-Year Plan to documented.

The plan indicators are examined in the woateat of the total system model

and their dynamic consistency Is reviewed. Moreover, SOVIDD It ask** it
possible to explore Implied developments In various sectors not

explicitly discussed in the published plan document. The study alan

analyses a number of scenarios that trace the impacet on plan Impleustation

of apecific variation. In weather, trade, and vortd economic conditions.

I I .
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IV lESULTS OF SELECTED TESTS
-UID IN iSOVIOD II1

A, s ,avelint ControL Solution

Application of SOMNOD If to postattack recovery research has Involved
a substantial number of experiments built around a baseline control

solution. This solution Imcorporatus the current and expected behavior of

the Soviet economy over the next few years. It embodies current Soviet
resource allocation priorities sad procedures. Thi usaes that It gives
priority to Investment and defense In expenditures by the Statb. saresute

civilian consumption has only a residual claim. The patterns of household

-pending an conumer goods reflect Individual choice* within a regime of
Iurked Ocarcity. Allocation of labor by occupation and region also reflects
Largely Individual choice. The control solution embodies existing trends
and carries them forward, Including the efontas of recent development* like

the bad crop year of 1975. The central solution in the sam as the one used
to test the feasibility of the 10th Vive Year Plant its details are met forth

in the paper by Green at &L. In Sodgt Econm in a fet Persp©ct1ve.1
Ihder peacetime conditions, the Soviet Gross eational Preduct and Its major

compoenmts all continue to expand, reflecting four major forces at work:
(1) Additions to the labor force, (2) continued growth of fixed capital

stocks, (3) imports of high-technology capital plant and tiquipment, and

(4) dame stic technological progress.

tartnlg from this control selutioo, initial experiments involv*d

sixple across-the-board s@hoks, e.g., reducing all capital stocks by SO

percent. With no change in labor supplies, the model simply substituted

labor for capital, so that outpnt quickly regained pre-shock levels in a
highly implawuible way. It was obvious that more detailed &ad realistic

expeimOnts We0e neosessary.

D.V. Croon at &l, "An Ivaluatiem of the Soviet Tenth Five Year Plan Using
the SkUK•PA Econometric Model of the Soviet Union," in Joint Economic Con-
mities, Soviet fmonmoy In a Wew forsleetive, (Washington, D.C.) CPO 1076).

iIsiI



10. • Controlitna Assumptions Concerning the Attack *
* Our tests applying SOVI4OD 'L to postattack recovery analysis made use

of a handful of sirple assumptions supplied to us for illustrative purposes.

The assumptions focused on the extent of fied capital destroyed, the

extent of population loss, and the assumed changes in foreign trade. In

order to reflect the responses by Soviet authorities, we added a fey

aiqple assuiptions concerning policy revisions In output and investment

priorities. While this set of straightforward asswmpttons pe-mitted a

nmber of meeningful experiments, it should be stressed that a thorough

eihlaatiom vould require far more detailed and extensive specification of

all relevant conditions. At this first sat&e of research, however, we

have left all other features of the peacetime normal model unehanged.

p The abeolute and percentage cuts suggested for application to the

Soviet econoy's fixed capital and inventories are net forth in Tables 1

wad 2. The attack is "stmed to take out almost 1U percent of the economy'e

fixed capital, i.e., 123 billion rubles out of a 1062 billion ruble total.

The cut is slightly over 25 percent for industry, 21 portent for

transportation and emiunications, and under five percent for housing.

Inventories are assumed to be reduced by the eanm percentage affectilng

Isduatry: the overall cut for fined capital pleat and equipment together

with inventories is 14 percent of the economy's total.

do Within the industrial sector, the cute ranpe from 40 percent for iron

and steel (ferrous metallurgy) to l1 percent for construction tuterials.

Thi attack Is focused on machine building and metal working, electric

foer, iron and steel, and petroleum products. These quick assumptions
provide a basis for exercising the model and, of course, they could be

easily modified to reflect specific comaideratioas in subsequent

empeyrtunta.



0 Table 1

SPECIFICATIONIS OF SELECTED ILLUSTRATIVE ATTACK SCENARIOS P

Impact on Fixed Capital (billlon rubles, at 1970 prices)

Utock on t1_-nd Takun Out ICutTotal industry 333,9 05.1 2S.5
Tre4nport and Comun. 145.5 30.0 20.6
Mousing 229.3 10.0 4.4
Other 353.0 0 0
Total 1061.7 125.1 11.8

Inveatoriee 213.5 55.6 26.0
Sum 1275.2 180.7 14.2

*0 Table 2

nAIWUn OF CAPITAL LO8eI IN INDUSTRY
(5l111m. Mvles at 1970 Prices)

fixed Capital Assumed

AlljJ976 1ý±gN Liut
NHaheie-building and metal vorking 73*3 24,0 32.7
Ilectroenergy 54,0 20.0 37.0
Ferroua metallurgy 32.3 13.0 40.2
Chemicals and petrochemicals 31.9 6.0 25.1
retroleun products 18.3 10.0 35.3
processei foods 27,0 0 0
Construction matertals 20.9 4.0 19.1
Porest products 15.5 0 0
Soft goods 15.6 3.1 20.0
Coal products 15.2 3.0 19.7
Other Industry 10.4 0 0
Total Industry 33M. 85.1 25.5

t?



T Two basic assuption@ vere provided us concerning the Impact of the

attack on population. In the sbamee of civil defense preparations

leading to successful evacu- an of ctities, the urban population would
fall by 40 perceut. Alters@ rely, successful evacuatlen of cities would

15n a reduction of 20 porceat in an urban population. In each case,

the rural population was to be takes as falling by 10 percent. The

absolute dtamulose of these cuts and related changes In the level of

employment are eot forth in Table 3. go effort was mde to distinguish

between regions or Industries in imposing these population and labor

fetrs cute.

CO. ContrelLinL Aseumpttons Concernina $ovlet Responses

(U) he smed that the first stage of poestattack recovery would be

aurled out under conditions of enhanced commd mder which the

authorities managIng recovery would impose substantially different

priorities on the surviving ecoseom and populatios. The peacetime claim

oe consumption would be sharply restricted so that resources could he

foewed on recossititution of destroy"ed csdtal. We assusd that the

awUver/l'ts 'icold mintain per capita food ceesmtion at control solutiso

levels, but Impose drastic restriction as the availability of durable
eusmrt l0ens, soft lendsan SAW 81Leee. We eeem• also that in shifting

resources towads Investment, especally high priority veld be given to

reconstituting electric power asd mahind buildiag within industry, along

with trasportetila Investment Is rWelreeted any free housing and the

service sector. The altered struture of cad usvs resulting from these

and other asumed shifts ts set forth in Ile s uider the sent section

below.

*Another basic aseuption wus providsd us eneeroing Soviet foreign

trade, asain is two versions. Oms version asusms that Soviet trade with

Westers2w rops, like Soviet trade with the Weited lSttes, Camnds, ad

Japa, falls to morn throughout the rteovery perWod. Alternatively, we

assumnd that Soviet control of Wasten Europe permits the 1U11 to maintain

S... - a - - - --,- - - -



Thble 3

10 MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

Control Solution
-otals (197JL Dea~h Percent Cut

Assuming civil defensel
Aswacation of cities

urabn population 156.4 31.7 202
sural population -fLI lu 101

ttl236.1 41.7 161

Nsnagricultu.ral emloyme t 03.6 1703 192
Agricultural sployusat jg 9

Total "loy t 130.3 21.0 162

/..auls no civil dfeatsu.
uwugatiodn of cities

Vdm population 15664 63.4 401
swat pop~ulation J! .fa 101

Istal. M.1 73.4 ast

Pomagwicultuwal omploy~mo 92.6 36.s 391
Aptasaltwval avloyumot Aa M WIC

TOW wl qoymmt 130.3 40.0 313

1t



its Imports from Western Europe at 60 percent of the 1976 control-moluwdou

level, while reducing its exports to Western Europe to 20 percent of the

1976 contro1-solution level. We further assumed that these imports and

exports would increase five percent annually during the recovery period.

Table 4 shows the present direction of Soviet exports and Imports,

Indicating the significance of this part of Soviet trade.

*0 We assumd that, during the recovery period, the urban and rural

populations would grow at the Bam rate as in the control solution and that

the division betweon agricultural and nonauticultural amploym'nt would

rnain fixed in the 1976 adjusted proportiona. This allows for

reallocatio lemong nonagricultural sectors And branches but maintains

agricultural production at levels consistent with the reduced labor force.

V. * Imolicit Ameunptions

0 Apart from the indicated changes is SOYOD, these tests keep all

activity levels and parametric relationships in their peacetime mode.

This meas, in particulars

9 no changes In the agricultural sector except for a
10 percent rural population los

9 no chimgs in Soviet esports or imports except for those
specified In trade with the "developed Wese

e all peacetim lags in fixed capital 8estation and other
behavior respoanes continue to shape the tim-pattern
of recovery, except ahat the unfinished capital in progress
at the tint of attack has been reduced proportionately
wherever fied capital was destroyed.

saw of the" implicitly-aermeed continuities are unrealistic. Subse-

quimt ainlyses vii establish the reaseoablenees of implicit asesuptione

suck "a them by susessively relaxing them to ascertain the Impact on

the outcome computed by this set of experiments.

•;" , I IIU I _0
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table 4

307I T lWORTS AD EXORTS BY MAJOR IEGION,
1976 PIOJECTIONS IN )IULLION4S OF DOLLAUS

!inrtf Irma Exuorts To

auM o-untrles (lusern Europe) 16,363 (48.60) 14,433 (46.6%)

Wasersa Surope 8,970 (26.62) 7,128 (23.0Z)

0.8., Japan, and otbhc "developed uest" 3,664 (10.82) 2,011 (6.52)
Dewloplig countries 2,936 ( 8.72) 2,296 C7.42)
Other socialist countrles 1,775 ( 5.21) 1,930 (9.42)

UWImpe tied -m ( . 3s tL2,2001 (..La)
Total 33,308 (100.0) 30,998 (100.02)
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E. F Four illustratiVe Scenarios

Putting these variations in older, we have four basic scenario.:

(1) civil defense which evacuites Soviet cLities,
together with continued trade with Western Europeg

(2) civil defenae as before but not trade with
Western Europe;

(3) no civil defense but continued Western
Iuropean trading| and

(4) neither civil defense nor trade with Western Europe.

in each case we eamined the extent of economic recovery over a

five-year period, looking at the level of GQP, its composition, and

the rate of recovery of major dJimnsions of the economy. SOVIOD

emputes a great variety of associated detail. In further research,

it would be important to analyse many Internal developmeats, sector

by setor and year by year, but in this initial research stage we

confine our repert to major feocures of the four scenarios.

Variation of defense expenditures during the recovery period was

also examined as a sipifitiont Influence on trends. In the mid-1976

version of SOYMO It, budgeted defense outlays are not closely linked

with individual Industrial branch output lovels and we found that the

imput of varying the level and growth rate of defense expenditures

was s8ligibloi. This should not be taken, however, as an accurate

description of the p'tuation to be expected under postattack recovery,

It represents a de'.letency tn 5OV1OM that is now being corrected.

22
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Y . Redirection of Resources Under Enhanced Command

SAs noted above, we ass d that tha recovery period would begin with

a substantial redirection of economic resources away from civilian

consumption and tovard Investiant in the rebuilding of capacity. The

resulting changes are uost drastic when cities are not evacuated and whea

trade witO Western Europe ceases. The shifts are less severe if civil

defense and continued trade vith Western Europe are assumed. Two of the

four scenarios are illustrated in Table 5, whose upper panel shove end

use changes assuming civil defense and continued Western European trade;

their absence shows the consequences displayed in the lover panel.

r0 The share of consumption in total GNP drops from 60 percent in the

control solution down to 50 percent (63 percent vithout civil defense

and West Burupaan trade), while Inostlent rismi from 32 poerent to
40 percent of GNP (U percent without civil defense and West European trade).

nider our assumptions there is a very drastic cut in the availability of

consmoer durables, which fall to one-third or loess o the control solution

levels. Food for cssutaption is maintained by our eass tions at
unchanged per capita levelsi the absolute amount falls only in proportion

to population loses. SOVNOD computea resulting availabilitisc accordingly.

and the levels for the first two recovery years ral showen in Table 3.

* The adjustrauts Inserted in the SOOMD structure that led to this

ouetson are set forth in Table 4. Solution values for civilian

cinsumtion computed as a residual claim are set lower than thly would be

otbenrive by 5 billion rubles for durable& and S billion for nondurable*

in each of the first five recovery years. Investment outlays in each of

the first two years are reduced by 5 billion rubles in housing and

3 billion In the services sector, while being increased by 2.5 billion for

transport and commuicatis, and U.5 billion rubles far industry. Note

that the prior clati of investenet on resources shows a net increase of

5 billion rubles each year. Within industry the increuss are focused by

assmtion on smehie building and electroenergy, with increased attention

23
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*Table 5

IND-USE 'RN*45s IN LEVEL AND STRUCTURM OF OUTPUT,
CONTROL SOLUTICO VERSUS YEARS ONE ArD 1OF PAR,
IN BILLIONS OF RUILES AT 1970 PRICES

SCENARIO ONE--CD AND WE TRADE

1976 IN CONTROL_oLN.U CATEGOR~Y _ solmrYEAR yl9ONE TWO
FOOD 132.5 111.1 114..

801 GOODS 66.6 35.3 41.5
DURABLES 21.0 7.8 7.1
sKRVIZs 61.? 1q.4 3
TOTAL CONSUMPTION 281.8 (60%) 173.6 ( 50o) 200.9 512)
INVISTMENT 149.2 32!) 141.4 ( 4oz) 156.9 (40%)
OT1LER USES .Juj SA.-M _AAj LA 10%) .J.L LIZ
TOTAL CUP '70.1 (10ox) 3514, (100o) 397.5 (100• )

SW~ARIC FOUR-NO CD AND No WE TRADE

1976 IN eTWJL
OUflP1JT CATEGORY YA W!.. _J . A i [¶4

WOOD 132.5 94.9 97.8
SOrT GOODS 66.6 25.2 30,3
DURABILS 21.0 4.7 3.8

BURVICIZS Ja64J
TOTAL CONSUMPTION 281.8 C602) 131.2 C43Z) 151.6 ( 441)
INVESTMENT 149.2 ( 32%) 134.9 ( 44!) 149.4 ( 44%)
OTHER USES _&I LJ32 _ILId £151) 411 A
TOTAL GOP 470.1 (100%) 306,4 (1002) 342.5 (100%)

24
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*0 Table 6

AilJUSThENTS TO CDNSUHPTION AND INVESTn4T IN
THE COt2ML SOLUTION, BY YEAR, IN BILLIONS OF 1970 RUBLES

leos I Year 2 Year3 !ear... year 5

Conuumption of durable goods -b.0 -5.0 -5.0 -5.0 -5.0

Conumption of nondurables -5.0 -5.0 -5.0 -S.0 -5.0

Iawa~tuen oiatlavat

Housing -5.0 -5.0

services sector -530 -5.0

Transport and coimm:ications +2.5 +2.5

Industry +412 +12.5

With!in Industrvc

Machine building +5.0 +5.0

Ulectroenergy +2.5 +2.5

Weom us metallurgy +1.5 +1.3

Petroleum producta +1.5 +1.5

Cmical products +1.0 +1.0

Construction materials +1.0 +1.0

/
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also to ferrous metallurgy, petroleum products, chemical products, and

construction materiala. After the first two years these new directions

of investment continue to shape the recovery pattern as S0VWCID computes

consistent littoral recovery trends.

G, 0 .Impacts on-Consumption and Investment

* Table 7 and its accomanying chart show how the level of aggregate

consumption develops over the first 5 years of recovery under our four

scenarios. The control solution shove consuption rises from 282 billion

rubles to 329 billion rubles or by 17 percent over five years. By

compariaon, the assumed attack in the absence of civil defense and trade

with Western Europe would bring aggregate consumption in the first

recovery year dovu to 46 percent of the control solution level, i.e., it

would be cut by more than half. If there was no civil defense but trade

with Western Europe continued, the cut would be to 49 percent of the

control solution level. Under these aessmtians it would take something

like 15 to 20 years for civilian consumption to regain the control solution

level (10 to 15 years if Westera European trade continued).

d If population losses are held don through prior evacuation of cities,

the fall in consumption is tc 59 percent of control solution levels (62

perenst if trade with Meastern Europe is maintained). lescovery proceeds

at about the saon rate thereafterl the level of consumption would regain

control solution levels in 10 to 12 years in this case (8 to 10 years if

Western. Europe trade Is available). While these blows to consumption

are severe, they involve our asesuption that a subsistence diet Is assured

throuhouti it is the availability of coesumer durables that is drastically

curtailed in all these cenarin.

40 It is apparent that population losse are mowe serious than the loss

of trade with Wstern Europe. The two lowest curves reflect the absence

of civil defese evacuation of cities; the two upper curves show the

extent to which losses are checked through adequate civil defense. For each

* 1'
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1able 7

DVACTS ON ACGRICATI CONSUMPTION IN FOUR SCKHARIOS,
EYIJAR OKI THROUGH FIVE, TN BILLIONS OF RUBLES AT 1970 PRICES (U)

Tear 1, Taa Yglar 3 Tear 4 Year

C2ntrol solution 2 290 304 318 329

C and ViR trade 174 201 210 224 236

C, no WI trade 167 192 197 205 213

No D, W2 trade 337 160 163 176 186

No ,D, no W2 trade 131 152 152 1.59 165

Cbert I

AOGRIGATI CONSUMPTION

100l

6 , . .. , I , ,,,, t

1 2 2 4 5
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of the pairs, the upper curve results from the availability of trade

with Western Europe, while the lower curve reflects the situation without

this trade. Theunwderlying absolute data are In Table 7. The reference
numbera on the ratio-scale chart are indeues vith the control solution

1976 level as a boss of 100.

OW If the allocational priorities of the peacetime control solution had

ocntinusd to prevail, the attack would have caused a substantial

reduction In the level of Investment so well as consumptimo. We made a

test run of the impact without any allocational shift tn order to

expose the dimension of the inve•sment cuts involved. However, the

adjustments set forth above In Table 6 have the effect of countermanding

this reduction in investment to such a extent that the actual level of

investment outlays for the reconstructioe of heavy industry and

traosportatioit actually regaine the control solution level after the first

year and thereafter rises increasingly above what would otherwise have

prevailed. This In turn adds to the depth of the cuts in household

consmption, and i• the combined Impact of reduced total output and

redirected resources that appears In our consuption estimates, It Is,

hoeever, the rebuilding of basic Industrial capacity that eventually

provides a foundation for the restoration of consumer etandardo of living.

40• The combined Impact of these chae•se in both consumptLon and

*ivestment makes the fall in total OW lees drutLr then the fall in

eonsuptimn alone, and makes the rate of recovery mor* rapid. Table 8 and

Its accompanying chart show the trends for each of our four scenarios.

When population losses are modest snd Western European trade in available,

the GO regains the control solution level in five year@. In the absence

of civil defense and Western European trade, the recovery period extends to

soven or eight years. The ahsence of civil defense brings aggregate CMP

dow Initially to 63 percent of the coatrol solution level, while evacuation

of cities cute the lose by 10 percentage points. The preseneA or absence of

West European trade makes no Initial difference but does affect the rate

of growth modestly, adding three or four percentage points to the level of

IS
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4)Table 8

T1NIIN TOTAL CH? DURING RECOWUTY, YOUR SCINARIOS,

Yefh I Isai 2 Test3 !earI 4 ear 5

Control solution 470 497 520 544 567

CD and WIC trade 351 391 421 449 470

co no W1 t Cede 351 395 413 430 456

goCD WtImea" 306 344 365 390 414

No Cs novc trade 306 342 359 379 39

ebaut it

TOTAL GNP

aw
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WU In the fifth year. In Its overall Lmpact on total GNP* therefore.

these reeults euggest that the availabl~ty of resources from Wetern

lurops vill not make a major contributim to Skviet poetattack economic

recooery.
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A. 0 Factor8 hiGluiMenjt gyvery In five Mieor IramchIe t

(U) The pov.r of SOVNM to trace eot the interacting phanomena of a

detailed respen. to a hypothetical attack can be Illustrated by

following soe of the Important sectors of Soviet industry to they are

reoenstituted. 1% this section, therefore, we select five of the twelve

Industrial sectors and eaiae the no"etraeti8g ways it which they respoad

to tw of the four scasarios.

leveral factors aoe at work in determining the*& detailed responses.

"The 5ilet is the industrial focu. at the assumed attack. As sated above,

the semed iattack takes out 40 percent of the capital stock of ferrous

motallurgy, 37 percent of electric pewer fixed capital, 35 percent ef

petroleum reftLing capacity, 33 poaent of the fi"d capital capacity of

machine building and metal working, aed 25 perceat of the capacity of the

ebeical and petrochemical products brech. The sheolute amount of

capital destroyed vaies from 24 billion rubles for mechine building dew

to I billion ruble for chemical products. These loaets impat on the pro-

ductoin capabilities of enab branch sod &lso defies the dimsins of the

rebuildiag task.

4 A setond factor Influencing each braech's respeose is the atite

of its production fil.otim As can be esee in Table I, these breache"

diffen sharply in the proportiko of labor and capital they use. Tkay else

dif en in the e"tout to which they draw n imrted capital, and In the

ovarall responsiveess of outp.t to chaweae in variable inputs. Th

relevant coefficients for CebMDOuglala production functions fitted to the

logo of absolute values are sel forth in Table MA. While the story here is

eomple, it ti sufficient to note theat abge@ Is labor Input have a small

I Two-factor production ftustion homogeneous of de s" One.
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Table 9A

SOYW3D It INIDUSTRIAL BRAWNC PRODUCTION MUCYTONS (SIMPLzifD)
COUFIICWIKT VALUD FOR RIGHT-PAMD XLDVOM

Domisatic Ispolted

Sloctric power -. 17 .40 662

ferroustmeutallurgy .31 .37 .53

petroleum products 3.00 .07 .43 .23

Chemical products 1.15 .34 .23 .49

Hathins building 1.06 .1? .51.1

Table 95

Capital foroatiols equatione for selected branches of Induatryl,
NOV"~ 11, swe" 1974:

Itlectric pearl 6X a 1.301 - 1.33(I.iet.2) + 1.52(?..ý 14)

Pr~ert metals$ AM( + .42 .1 + 1.2)

Pesomism producets AK .23(t * 1..i * 1

Chemical preduests AK .52C1.i+ L2)

Usebius buildings: AK .57(1 + 1-1)
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effect on output changes of petroleum products. that chemical product*

production Is substantially In~fluenced Uy imported capital, and that

capital Is a greater inf luence then labor for all five of these branches.

The branches differ also lit the speeid with which their fixed capital
cao be rebuilt. Construction of electric poweer facilities takes up to

five years in this modal, be Indicated in Table 93, Ferrous metals
and petroleum products require up to three years, while the delays for
chemical products aW machine building are lose prolonged. In recent
Soviet experlence, me illustrated by the capital gestation function
estimated far the chemical products branch, the best results come f rom
euluding curremt-year investment and focusing on Investment in the
preceding two yearst for machines building on the other hand, the powerful
terms are current-year aOd preceding-year investment.* Finally,
restaration of the five branches varies because of assumed Investment
priorities which assign special importance to electric power and
petroleum products. The combined Influence of all these factors produces
markedly different sequences of reduction and reconstitution, as spelled
aut in the following brief discussion.

4. a Initial lInacto on Calital. LAbor and RMUtn

Table 10 shows hew the five oelected branches of industry react
Is the first year of the recovery period, compared to the levels of
Aetivity they would hve" show In the central solution. Output levels

for all five Industries eve, of course, Lmear than in the control solution,
but to different entests. The "upt reductions are compared In Table 10
with the cuts In fined capital and labor fercs that take place under the
assumptions of leeanie One &Wd Scenario Your. According to our
aessumtion, the cute in fixed capital are ihs same whether th,.rs is
civil defense protection ar not, while the reductions In labor farce
as assumed to be 40 Percent without civil defense and 20 percent vith
civil daefmus. These labor cuts apply usiformily to each Of the five
breaches (slight deviations is the data reflect minute smodel adjustment&
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. Table 10

CAPITAL, LABOR, AND OUTPUT LJVELS, FIRST VFA' VERSUS CONTROL
SOLUTION(, WO VAMANTS, IN BILLIONI 0S ROIf S AT 1970
YRIC1S AND IN PICINTAGI o UDCTIOm

Ceotrol Alvas ML_ Asumins
$ig11c.oa xjffa1 No 1) x All
FIXD CAPITAL AT WUINNING OF YKAR

plectric poer 54.0 34.0 37 34.0 37
errou2 m.tallurgy 3202 19.1 40 19.2 40

2troleum produ6ct .8,3 16.3 35 13.3 33

Chemical products 31.9 23.9 25 23.9 25
Pmoeau building 73.5 49.5 33 49.5 W

AVERACK ANNUAL LABOR TOICM (000 worhars)

Ilachtri por 697 53 19 424 39
Pehusmo motas1rly 1,346 1,108 19 326 39
Wttroleum products 26y 213 19 173 40

Chmi.cal products 1,775 1,442 19 1.010 30
Mubhlm buildtng 13,930 11,316 19 .417 39

AN ONL I8 OUTPUt

xleetrie power 141.0 97.3 31 86.6 39
Verrow metllurgy 123. $.93 30 76.1 37
Vetwk" products 130.4 119.6 20 317.3 22
Chmaisal products 149.0 126.9 1 116.8 22
"Maeiw. building 153.2 116.9 22 113. 2 2

34
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and round"S error*). The interbraAch differences in capital cuts reflect

the specified assumptions about the hypothetical attack.

For all five branches the reductiens in output are more drastic

when lack of civil defense evacuation leads to 40 percent reductions

in the labor force. for electric power nd ferrous metallurgy, the

output cut& are prptortiouto to the cuts in capital and labor. in the

other three branches, output cut* are less than proportionute to the

reduction in capital and labor Inputs. though the mrked contrast for

the chemicals branch disappears in Scenario Four.

, The electric power industry and irou and steel industry are the tw

uhse output falls sore sbarply, asne they were the hardest hit and

th.r production functions are sensitive to changes In capital input. BY

contratt the chemical products Industry, unusual in its insensitivity to

eapital and labor Inputs and also least badly hit in the attack, shove only

a 13 percemt output reduction under the aeessption of Snearlo Oas. The

mahime building and metal wrking branch, like the petrolaum products

breach, show as output reduction of abuct ose -fifth in resposes to capital

outs of one-third sad labor reduction of one-fifth under Scenauio Ou,.

C, Or w -Trrnd Prof. n the trL iXe lost@ thes

IUsh pr'oess• of oeft"el recovery occurs quit#& differently Is the"

five selective btoches of Industry, as #.-m be ane from them data in

Table 11. Capital capacity is reonstituted at different rtats, reflecting

both the differences in attack ipact, and, mere 13ortautly, the

differences ia asuvmed priorities for iavetwast together vith techiccal

•diffrenwes iU the speed of capital costruction (leanth of capital

gestatiom periods), The shespet Increase in amual investmant Is In the

MachiO building and metal wrkhian M I)iustry, where annual investmaen

outlays Ln the fifth year are 3,5 times large a in the first year.
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* Table 11

RICOVERY TRENDS IN LABOR FORCE. INVESTMENT AND CAPITAL STOCKS,
AnD CROSS OUTPUT, FIVE SELECTED BRANCHES OF INDUSTRY,

FIRST PIVE YEARS Of PAR, SCENARIO ONE

Control Five-year

Souln First second Third Fourth Fifth ZJCE INco

LABOR INPUT (thoumands of vorkers)

Electric power 69? 566 557 569 53o 0 86 3's
Ferrous metallurgy 1,366 1,108 1,107 1,115 1,122 1,132 2.2
Petroleum products 287 233 240 247 252 257 10.3
Chemical product$ 1,775 1,442 1,459 1,490 1,510 1.$32 6,2
Machine building 13,930 11,316 11,592 11,917 12,221 12,566 11.0

ANNUAL IHMSTIMLT (billion rubles)

Electric power 4.3 4.3 6.9 9.4 10,3 11.4 165.0
herroue metallurgy 3.1 3.1 5.1 7.4 7.6 7.7 1A4.0
Petroleum products 6,7 6.7 0.7 10.8 12.1 13.7 1W 7
Chemical products 4.4 4.4 5.5 7.2 So0 84 1& .
Machias building 9.3 9.3 14.8 23.3 29.0 32,6 251.0

FIXD CAPITAL STOCK (billion rubles)

SLeatnia power 54.0 34.0 .7.5 44,1 50,7 52.1 53.0
Ferrous metallurgy 3242 19.2 21.3 24.1 23.4 35.5 56.0
Petroleum products 28.3 16.3 20.5 23.6 27.7 33.9 05.0
Chemical products 31.9 23.9 26.6 29.2 32.5 38.6 62.0
Machine building 73,5 49.5 55.1 64.0 a2.7 108.8 120.O

ANNUAL GOSU OUTPUT (billion rubles)

Electric power 141 97 103 115 126 129 33.0
Ferrous metalluvlgy 124 87 92 9g 105 121 39.0
Petruleum product@ 150 120 120 138 150 166 38.0
Chemical products 149 129 134 139 144 151 17.0
Machine tuilding 152 119 127 138 159 185 55,0

36
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Expansion in IGW Investment outlays starts Imaediately and contintes

throughout the five-year period. By contrast, fixed capital Investment

outlays in the chemicals br&•nch and the petroleum industry merely double

over the first five years. The absolute increments are much smaller and

rise far lese rapidly than In MHW. Investeint in electric pover and

ferrous metallurgy expands substantially; the fifth year level is 2.65

times the first year level for electric power and 2.48 times as large

for ferrous metallurgy.

B Dy contrast with these sharp increases In investment, the recovery

rates of expansion in the labor force are extremely modest. In machine

building and petroleum, the fitth-year level of labor Input is about 10

percent larger than the ftrst year, while for electric power and ferrous

metallurgy the five-year icreaas is only between two and four percant!

chemicals records a six pernent increae. Labor is in short supply, even

umdae the assumqtions of Scenario One where civil defense holds the urban

population lose down to 20 percent, and the model doles out labor N

Increments sparingly.

As a reeslt of the marked inereaaes in annual inveatment outlays, the

1 Wsd capital stocks of these fLive branches all expand substantially.

The shetpest lacres.. is shown by machine building and metal working, where

the fifth-year capital stock is 2.4 tlm as large as the . trot year'

stOck, reaching a level 45 percent above that of * a' n .,aJ, solution. In

electric power, the capital stock rises 53 percent, but doeen't quite

regain the control solution level for 1176. Capital In the other three

branches rises between 60 and 53 percent, exceeding control solution levels

by 10-20 percent.

4* The combined results of these changes In labor and capital input Is

to permit a substantial degree of recovery in output levele, differing ,

noticeably from oni branch to another. FNel one of Chart III above

thet trends. iotput for machine building and metal worleing rices 35 percent

in the first five years, reaching a level 12 percent &bowe the control

37
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150 4 Chart III

" 140 OUPTUT INDEXES FOR SELECTED INDUSTRTES,
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solutlon. The output of electric power, however, through rising 33 percent,

is still nine percent 0•ort of the base year control iolution level. Iron

and steel output rises 39 percent over this five-year period, almost reaching

the control solution level, and the petroleum industry raises Its output 38

percent, exceeding the control solution level by 11 percent. The output

of chemical products and petrochemicals only rises 17 percent, but since

its initial decline was so modest, the fifth-year level returns to the

control solution level.

D This analysis of branch recovery has referrud so far to Snenario One

in which civil defence protects the labor force and trade vith Western

turope proceeds without major reduction. How much differunce does it make
If we examine recovery ratec in Scenario Four, in which there Is no civil

defense and trade with Western Europe comes to a halt? Summary results

for these five selected branches of Industry are display,, Is Table 12.

lesults differ substantially from one branch to another. Electric power

and ferrous metallurgy show practically no growth in labor input, comparing

the fifth year with the first year of recovery. Petroleum products and

machine building, on the othew hand, show labox input increases of 11-12

percent, equal to those they showed under Scenario One. For chemical

products, the labor input Increase Is six percent as it wae in Scenario

One. By our assumptonn, the volome of amnual investment and the resulting

changes in fixed capital stocks are the sam in Scenario Four as they

are In Scenario One. This Is, of course unrealistic, but is wai not

feasible to carry out more refined adjustments In these initial experiments.

40 Though the recovery of output leels in Scenario Four is lower than in

Scenario One fcr these five industrial branches, the contrast is only

marked for the chemicals and petrochemicals industry. Here output in the

fifth year is only four percent above that of the first year, as

contrasted with a 17 percent growth under Scenario one. Output remains

almost 20 psrcemt below the preattack level, a" shown in the lower panel

of Chart I11. Scenario Four also inmolves a falling off in the volume of

Imported capital for the chemicals branch, and though domestic capital

formation replaces imported capital in volume, the lower productivity of

domestic capital evidently puts i nom-negligible drag on recovery.
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Table 12

FIRST-YEAR AND FI!TH-YEAR CONTRASTS BETWENE SCENARIOS ONE AND
FOUR, FIVE SELECTED BRANCIES OF INDUSTRY 4W.

First Year ,Wth Yoar Percent Increase
CD-W No CD-WE CD-=WE No CD-WE . CD-WE No CD-WE

LABOR INPUI (thousands of workers)

Electric power .366 424 586 428 3.5 0.9
Ferrous metallur.' 1,108 828 1,132 835 2.2 0.8
Petroleum products 233 173 257 193 10.3 11.6
Chemical products 1,442 1.080 1,532 1,141 6.2 3.6
Machine buildin 11,316 8,477 12,566 9,420 11.0 11.1

FIXED CAPITAL STOCK (billions of rubles)

Electric power 34.0 34.0 52.1 52.1 53.0 53.0
Ferrous metallurgy 19.2 19.2 35.3 35.5 85.0 85.0
Petrolet- products 18.3 18.3 33,9 33.9 83.0 5.0
Chemical products 23.9 23.9 38.6 38.6 62.0 12.0
Machine building 49.5 49.5 108,8 108.8 120.0 120.0

ANNUAL GROSS OUtPUT (billion@ of rubles)

Ilectric power 97 87 129 113 33.0 30.0
Ferrous metallurgy 87 76 121 109 39.0 40.0
Petrole-m products 120 117 166 153 38.0 31.0
Chemical products 129 117 131 122 17.0 4.0
Machine building 119 113 185 170 55.0 50.0
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VI 4 MAJOR LIMITATIONS OF SOV'IOD 11 FOR RCCOVERY ANALYSIS

A. Inadequate S;.c fi tion of Deense Sector Relations with Industry

and rn~.it.

SOV1OD It handles defense claims primerily as a budgetary influence,

keeping resources away from invest-set and consumption. Requirements

are not, however, made specific as to Industrial branch or output category,

not are the labor foree 'implications carefully modeled. Nov that new

numbers are coming available it will be feasible to build a more detailed

defense component into SOVMOD Po that these links between defense claims

and the surrounding economy are specillid with more precision. This will

have greter critical importance in the recovery period than in normal

peacetime conditions since greater comitment to defense during recovery

vculd lower investment end prolong recovery of Industry 4ad conuuption.

It will also have greater strategic sinificanca since competing program

priorities during recovery will determine the basic shape of the recovery.

5. lack of Attention to Material "low Conytraints and Capita.l
Specificity

Production functions in SO'•ND It make output a function of labor and

capit.l Inputs but do not take account of intermdiate purchases from other

producers, As a result, structural limitations on currant output are under-

.represented In the model and the ecommy's ability to change Its pattern

of production is overestimated. Thls deficiency has now been repaired with

the insertion of an Input-output mdulse In SOVaOD I11. A related short-

coming concerns the Initial lack of detail on end uses; here too the next

generation of SOVYOD permits specification of priorities with greater

precision.
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SOVMOD RI directs generalized Investmomot resources Into the building

of new capital stocks (as it should), but also permite emisting capital

to shift from one activity to another in a very unrealistic way. Under

postwar couditions, where sharp clunes In the couposition of output

soot be expected, a more tightly coistrained set of capital relatiorn is

necessary. In a successor model this can easily be arranged.

C. Inadeqate Tr.euent of LoregJn Trade and Its Doelsic Linkages

Euports and imports are related to the world euonomy through noruml
pesaetive 'elitie--p•ic "uluen 'h 1ea I Ir".I '.nly In' a•-f sectors

Fre Soviet equiprent imports clotely linked to dcuestic capital

formation and branch outputs. This broad approach ts currently being

supplanted by a much more detailed specification of the foreign trade
sector so that SOVWOD III will be far more capable of incorporating marked

ebaftes in the compositic of foreign trade and tracing their Impact on

the dom•estic Soviet ecowooq.

0. bilty to 10o thdeh Pbssho ofa LoJsj

All the exeriments reported above derived from a model that

contained a great mny ifluwenes carried Ape from the years preceding the

assmed attacki there we no thorough may to cut these l8gged responses

out of the mdedl. Many endogamous variables continued to be dateruined by

activity levels from o*e to four years earlier (that Is, In the preattack

period). Investment continued to be influenced by carliar tax rovenuis,

and workers re•ponded to earlier relative wage differences.

This inability of SOHDD IT to handle a sharp brak vith normal

peaeatime cmtinuities calls for the deago of a modified modal that Is

specifically built to start off the recovery period with a txwh.1 sat of

parameters, unhooked from the past. Moreover this first stage of recovery

will involve fatures of "enhan•c" cand" that substantially alter the
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priorities and allocation mechanisms of the modol. During the procems of

recovery the "enheaned comaud" phase will give way to a "transition ph@@*"

on the way to eventual appearance of a new "peacetivm normal" phase. At

present, SOVYID It cannot handle theoe transitions, but a modified %odel

can be built specifically co do so.
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